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ABSTRACT

In recent decades, talent management has undergone a great evolution (McDonnell, Collings, Mellahi & Schulerl, 2017). The increase in employment opportunities, the demographic winter, and the growing demands of the labour force have generated the need for a new model of people management (Collings, Scullion & Vaiman, 2015). This has resulted in companies struggling to acquire the most talented professionals. This chapter studies the revolution talent management has experienced and presents the main challenges in the new people management. Authors offer entrepreneurs and managers useful recommendations for adequate talent management.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, organizations are immersed in an environment called VUCA, Volatility (V), Uncertainty (U), Complexity (C) and Ambiguity (A), a term that characterizes and represents the current business environment (Millar, Groth, & Roos, 2016; Popova, Shynkarenko, Kryvoruchko & Zéman, 2018). VUCA is both a result of innovation and a driver of innovation. It is a scenario in which companies are forced to adapt to the continuous changes that attack their strategic planning and their professional routines. This represents a considerable challenge for talent management.

In reaching the current scenario, talent has evolved significantly during recent decades (McDonnell et al., 2017). A factor that has greatly influenced this evolution is the increase in professional opportunities, which is evident from the current decline in the unemployment rate. Employees, following this improvement in the employment landscape, have begun to demand greater professional development,
more autonomy at work and other aspects, which in turn are a consequence of the arrival of new generations in the labour market (Reditt, Gregory & Ro, 2019). This confluence of variables has led to the need to make changes in people management during recent decades (Collings et al., 2015).

Thus, what was previously known as people management, has been renamed International Human Resources Management, and the people carrying out this task as Talent Managers (Cascio & Boudreau, 2016). This management of talent has emerged as a critical element in human resources strategy (Scullion, Collins & Caliguri 2010). Talent managers face new, changing needs and situations. This chapter deals with the evolution that talent management has undergone from the 20th century to the 21st century. The authors present the policies which are most in demand by the professionals of the new generation. Thus, the main contribution of this chapter is to propose the new challenges of people management for the current environment. The authors recommend key measures that company managers need to implement to achieve what is undoubtedly the main competitive advantage at present for value creation: attracting and retaining the professionals with the best talent.

BACKGROUND

The Concept of Talent

Before presenting the evolution of talent management with the turn of the century, the authors consider it appropriate to explore the concept of the term “talent” from the perspective of different authors, in order to be able to construct a definition that is as clear as possible.

Jericó (2001) defines talent as a characteristic of people whose abilities are focused on carrying out actions that improve the organization’s results. In addition, she describes talented professionals as “committed professionals who put their skills into practice to obtain superior results in their environment and organization”. The author presents six types of talent: managerial, commercial, technical, operational, innovative and entrepreneurial. She states that the elements that make it up are capabilities, commitment and action. When she refers to capabilities, she is indicating the set of knowledge, skills, attitudes and competencies that a person develops within an organization. Commitment is the degree to which employees are involved in the company to which they belong, since this involvement depends on professionals contributing their greatest effort to the organization. Thus, it could be said that talent is the sum of capabilities, commitment and action, which are reflected as “I can, I want and I act”.

Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson (2014) provide a similar concept of talent. They affirm that the acquisition of talent depends on motivation, knowledge tools and the generation of habits. People who have talent perform specific functions because they enjoy what they do. Motivation is linked to the concept of passion and emotion. The tools of knowledge provide us with the acquisition and renewal of knowledge related to the functions performed and for which we feel motivated. Finally, habits are the reflection of the actions that are the result of the transfer of knowledge to action, through the generation of behavioural responses that are integrated into behaviour.

When it comes to answering the question of whether talent is something innate or if it can be acquired or learned, there have been diverse contributions.

Jericó (2001) says that talent is the reflection of innate abilities that do not translate into favourable results if there is not sufficient and necessary dedication. This idea is reinforced by Marina (2010), who defines “talent as triumphant intelligence”, where intelligence is linked to the resolution of problems,